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1 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 We refer to the appointment of Marcus WKle, and Hugh Dickson as the joint JiquidatoIS ("the ]Lsi of 
Stanford International BankLimited ("SIB") by Order of the High O:>urt of Antigua and Barbuda on 12 
May, 2011 and in accordance with paragraph 18 of that order, we now submit our third report to the 
Court. The]Ls second report to the O:>urt was dated 10 February, 2012 ("the Second Report'~. 

1.2 	 11Ie ]Ls are conscious of the need for the earliest possible distribution to CrediroIS. We continue to be 
frustrated bythe efforts of the US Receiver and the US Department of Justice to block ourattempts to 
recover and distribute assets to the creditoIS/victims that were frozen oveISeas, which, in the JLts hands, 
could have been distributed months ifnot years ago. This is further complicated bythe US O:>urts failure 
to provide any judgement at the date of this report in response to the hearing held in December 2011 
with respect to our application for recognition under Chapter 15 of the US BankruptcyCode. 

1.3 	 On the positive side we have made significant progress in our efforts to recover assets owned byStanford 
related companies in Antigua, the 1ll3.Iketing of the Antiguan lands has brought in real interest from 
potential huyeIS, we are pursuing ourother high value litigation claims, and our continued forensic 
examination of the records indicates that other claims can follow shortly. 

2 	 Highlights/Focus ofefforts since the Second Report 

2.1 	 In summarythe accomplishments in the liquidation since the FilSt Report are as follows: 

2.1.1 	 We have advanced our claim to gather in assets (with an appraisal value in the rnnge 
of US$70 million) owned by four of Allen Stanford's companies in Antigua 
substantiaJly. PuISuant to the ternlS of a freezing oroer the ]Ls have continued to 
monitor the activity in respect of these assets, including the review and 
consideration of requests for consent to proposed asset sales in order to protect the 
value of the assets owned by these companies for the benefIt of the CreditoIS of 
SDC and of SIB. Our efforts in this regard have included attempts from severnl 
angles to attempt to gather in these properties and those efforts are discussed in 
detail in this report. 

2.1.2 	 Our appointment as Receiver ManageIS of Stanford Trust Company ("STC') was 
converted to a liquidation. We have made SigniflCallt efforts to protect potential 
recoveries from the Colombian subsidiary of STC totalling approximately US$12 
million most of which should flow to the benefit of the SIB _estate given the limited 
claims in STC 

21.3 	 We have analysed, investigated and prioritised potential third party liability claims 
which, if successful, have the potential to provide SigniflCant recoveries for the 
benefIt of crediroISIvictims. T'WO of these have been filed and more will be over 
the coming months. 

2.1.4 	 Investigated and filed claim against 1D Bank which included the review of 
thousatKls of documents, extensive interviews. other investigations and complex 
analysis of comparative laws and formulation of a claim. 

2.1.5 	 O:>ntinued efforts with regards to the recovery of the "frozen" assets in Canada, 
UK and Switzerland including preparing for and participation in a contested 
heal111g in the UK (burt regaxding the UK frozen funds responding to affidavits 
from not only the Department of Justice (Do]), but also other US interests 
including the Receiver and allies, although the Receiver had previously indicated he 
had given up on OveISeas activities. It is clearto us that we can distribute the bulk 
of these to SIB crediro.13 quicker (probably at 1east a :year ear1ieq, cheaper and with 
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greater transparency than can DoJ, whilst avoiding tire dilution effect of allowing 
non SIB creditors to claim against: the funds that would be consequent on the Do] 
or SEC Receiver making the distnbution • 

2.1.6 	 O:mtinued the fonnal claims process for the adjudication of claims of 
creditors/victims in the estate which now nm into excess of 10,000. 

2.1.7 	 Filed further advisory's in the US courtS in an effort to get the US Court to accept 
our claims process rather than commence irs own, to reduce the cost associated 
with the Receivership that duplicates the liquidation, and which would be 
unnecessary if the OIapter 15 application was granted. 

2.1.8 	 Continued Forensic work/litigation support investigations on our forensic review 
platfonn. 

2.1.9 	 Continued to regularly meet with Advisory G-editor/Victim Committee - as at the 
date of this report we have held nine meetings. 

2.1.10 Communicated 	 openly to all creditors/victims via a further online 
meetinglwebinars in April during which the ]Is explained the practical wolkings of 
the claims process and recovery efforts. 

2.1.11 	 Continued action for Court review of the Former Joint JLs' fees and expenses 
totalling US $18 million. This matter is expected to be heard bythe Antiguan Court 
during the ftrst half of 2013. To date no fees or expenses have been paid by the 
current JLs to the FormerJLs ortheir advisors for work done priorto the takeover 
of the SIB Estate bythe current]ls. 

2.1.12 Refuted a claim based on a default judgement which purported to grant priority to 
a distnbution in favour of a party related to SIB in an amount exceeding 
US$10million. 

2.1.13 Continued efforts to ~t and sell SIB's Antiguan lands in a controlled manner 
to maximise value, including the appointment of Smiths Gore as the leader of a 
consortium of intemationalland agents. Expressions of interest as at the date of 
this report have been received from 12 parties and are being pursued. 

2.1.14 Continued to liaise with the US Department of Justice regarding the approach to 
frozen funds, including making an open offerto them on 3.May 2012 in an effort 
to avoid the costs of the UK hearings and responding to their request for a summit 
meeting. 

2.1.15 	Drawn down a further US $5 million from assets frozen in the lJnited Kingdom 
bringing total funds drawn down to US $20 million. The dra-wdown of these funds 
has allowed the estate to pay advisors and investigator.;: so they may continue to 
wor.k: to recover assets for the benefit of creditor.;:/victims. These borrowings are 
repayable with interest from recoveries in the liquidation. This funding has been 
vital to enable us to pursue the property and issues in 2.1.1 to 2.1.14 above which 
we anticipate will resu1t in substantial recoveries for creditors. 
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3 	 Progress.Update • Global Asset Recovery Plan 

3.1 	 The assets being pw:sued with the objective of recovering them and distnbuting them to the 
creditors/victims of SIB are summarised in the table below: 

Asset Location Value (US$ Millions) 

Cash/Investments Switzerland - SIB 

-NonSIB 

United Kingdom 

Canada 

Colombia (potential STC Recover:0 

140 

60 

100 

18 

12 

330 

Real Estate Antigua -SIB 

-NonSIB 

212 

70 

282 

Total 612 

32 	 In addition we have a number of litigation claims that we anticipate will generate significant recoveries for 
the benefit of creditor/ depositors and claims that we are required to defend which would otherwise result 
in prioritydaims in the estate reducing the funds available for distribution. 'These include; 

Litigation Oaims Antigua 

2. Bankof Antigua 

3. Actions re FonnerLiquidators' fees 

4. Defence of Kippers daim 

5. TO Bank daim 

6. Third partyclaims against UK and Swiss entities 

3.3 	 The above summary does not take into account anyassets in the US receivership estates of SIB and other 
Stanford entities under the control ofMrJanvey: The latest publicly available information indicates that 
the assets available for distnbution are, at this stage, in the range of US$80 million which we assume will 
be distributed for the benefit of creditors. 1his is discussed further below. 
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3.4 	 An update on the Jl..s' recovery efforts in respect of the cash. real estate and litigation claims is detailed 
below: 

(;ashlInvestments 

(a) 	 Switzerland 

~ 	 There has been no change in position with respect to the Swiss frozen funds. 
Howeverwe have not been inactive in our efforts to gain access to them in the 
expectation that the largest part of them can be immediately distnbuted to 

creditors!victims if recovered. 

ii) 	 One of the issues in dealing with the Swiss assets is that they are not all in the name 
of Stanforo. International Bank. For example funds are held for the account of Bank 
of Antigua in the amount of approximately $30 million. and for Stanford Group, as a 
result of funds in the hands of a Swiss Receiver from the sale of a property for 
approximately$9 million. 

iii) 	We note the US Do] did not indude the Bank of Antigua in the MutUal Legal 
Assistance Treaty Rt:quest (MLA1) lodged in the UK, recognising that this was a 
domestic bank of Antigua. Its creditOIS were individuals and small businesses of 
Antigua. Our own enquiries have determined that the Stanforo. group in its broad 
conteXt was a net creditorof the bank. On this basis it is hani to see in the first 
instance what basis there is for declaring these monies proceeds of crime seeing as 
they represent the deposits of Antiguans. 

iv) 	On the basis that SIB is the only source of the non-Bank of Antigua investments we 
have COIIllllenced clawback actions in Switzerland as a means to recover these 
monies. We assert, as seems to be undisputed common ground, that the only source 
of cash in the group was the sale of CDs from SIB and that we can daim a 
"proprietary" interest in these monies. We do not yet have a response to these 
actions. We have also filed paml.Iel claw-hack claims in Switzerland against a further 
$30 million of ftmds held byStanforo. (Suisse) AG (m Liquidation), RAS and others. 

v) 	 In the meantime we continue to work doselywith FINMA, the Swiss bankruptcy 
trustee representing SIB, and which recognised the Liquidation as the Foreign Main 
proceeding over the US Receivership_ The Swiss Office ofJustice seem determined 
to tryand remit the frozen funds to Do] as an administrative matter and without 
Court intervention. FINMA are of the view that the administrntive direcrion on this 
issue lies in their hands and that theyshould use it to gatherthe funds into their hands 
and then with appropriate assur.mces with respect to the claims of Swiss creditors pay 
it into the liquidation estate. In short, there seems to be the same issues over the 
relative authority of criminal confiscation proceedings and those of established 
bankruptcy lawthat is occurring in the UK. We have provided information with 
respect to the difference of timing with respect to distribution. the open offer we 
made to DoJ, and issues with respect to the cost of the US distnbution process as 
against oun;, and other information that might he persuasive in getting both parties to 
agree to dealing with the issue adrninistrativelyin favour of the liquidation and its 
creditors. 

vi) 	 On a separate matter we have detenni.ned as a result of ourforensic review and other 
investigations that there maybe liability to the estate based on criminal non
compliance of Swiss law byservice providers to SIB. We are in discussions with 
Swiss proSecutOIS who may have formed a similar view, and it mayhe possible to 
"piggy back" a civil acrion on the criminal process. 
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(b) United Kingdom 

i) In accordance with the ohligations imposed on us bythe UK G:>wt we have 
continued to repon to the SFO hoth on the use of the funds dmwn and with respect 
to the management of the .investments which represent the balance on the restrained 
funds. At the date of this report we have fully dmwn but not spent the full sum 
pennitted under the Omer. As noted under accomplishments these monies bave 
allowed the estate to investigate. establish and file claims hoth to hani assets, as in the 
case of Stanfom Development G:>mpany in Antigua. and third partyclaims such as 
the claim filed against Toronto Dominion bank in Quebec, Canada. Additional claims 
are expected Wtthout the abilityto make this investment none of this would have 
been posSIble and the expectation for recovery for depostto.rs would be minimal. 

i9 As noted on oursecond report we anticipated that there would be a hearing with 
respect to the substantive issues on the estate's right to the UK monies inJune, 2012. 
This took place on 22 and 23 of June, 2012. We are advised bythe Judge's clerk that, 
given the commitments to provide judgments on other commercial matters heard 
before OUI'S, the G:>un would be tmlikelyto have a decision before November, 2012. 

ill) We note that the Serious Fraud OffIce was supported not onlybythe US Department 
of Justice, hut by the US Receiver, the US Chmmittee and other self-styled creditor 
representatives. 'There was also a small "write - in" opposition bydepositors 
(totalling inthe final count 119 virtuallyidentical fOlU1 lenets) to oureffons to 
reco-rer these funds for the estate. We were concerned that this write inwas inspired 
byan individual 'VIIhose representations fail to state relevant facts and ignore the rights 
and remedies available to the estate for the benefit of depositors. 

iv) We responded to each of those who wrote in and as a result have a numberof 
retractions confmning that they did not have a fulll.Ulderstanding of the facts and 
specifically noting in one response that no authority had been granted"to any partyto 
represent them. However the continued cin:ulation of misinformation in the face of 
our factually verifiable responses is an issue which generates problems and costs for 
the estate. 

v) As directed hythe G:>wt we have been attempting to manage the various investments 
to preserve the value of the frozen assets in the UK. and to prevent further erosion in 
value byconverting them to cash where possible. There has been a slow process in 
which we have been held up bythe holders of the investments, however we have 
been successfulm the most part except for some funds were there is no ready 
mechanism for redemption. We cannot therefore saywith certaintywhat the actual 
value of the frozen funds are. In out last report we estimated a value of approximately 
$110 million. At this point a more realistic estimate would be $100 million. Effons to 
reinvest the cash realised in US$ in short term ills has been comp1icated hythe need 
to flow anyUS$ transactions through a US bank where transactions ofSIB assets are 
still threatened with seizure. 

vi) As a result of the G:>wt's decision in ourfavour with respect to access tt) the frozen 
funds, we were awanied costs which in ourlast report we anticipated would be in the 
range of £90/:1.:1.). As yet the costs amount has not been agreed with SFO and 
consequentlywe have not been paid our costs as yet, and the matter has been gone to 
detailed assessment. 
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(c) Canada 

i) 	 As previously reported, the US Receiverwas granted standing as Foreign 
Representative under the Canadian Bankruptcy and InsolvencyAa. (as it then was), 
and his principal objective as stated in his application was the recovery of SIB funds 
in Toronto Dominion Bank. These funds of approximately US$23 million became 
subject to a Court freeze on the application of the Attorney General of Ontario 
(AGO) under a civil forfeiture procedure. 

it) 	 In the event the Receiver negotiated an arrangement with DoJ and the AGO under 
which he would withdraw his claim to the funds, where upon theywould be released 
to AGO who would in return release them to DoJ Oess certain sums to be returned to 
depositors, whose funds were in transit and received in the account after the 
receivership order, a provision for otherpossible claimants who had not yet pressed 
claims and a $100,000 allowance for the AGO's costs). It was not clear from the 
documents what would happen in due course if the provision funds 'Were not claimed 
-whether theywould be retained byAGOorpaid onto DoJ. 

ill) 	We took the view that the Receiver bad abrogated his obligations to recover the funds 
as directed byhis Orrler and that a release of funds was contrnryto his stated purpose 
for obtaining recognition. We therefore applied to have his standing revoked for this 
purpose and for the JL's to be appointed in his place, or at least for standing as an 
interested party to oppose the settlement The settlement itself had to be approved 
not only in the insolvency proceeding in Quebec but also in the forfeiture action in 
Ontario. We also expressed concern that there had been little or inadequate 
disclosure with respect to the settlement. 

iv) 	 We are advised byourlegal counsel that the AGO has no authority to enter into an 
extra-jurisdictional settlement of this nature. The settlement also fails to take into 
account the employees who have a preferred standing and the ordinary creditors of 
the insolvency of SIB (including Canadian creditOIs) who are acconled equal standing 
in the winding-up, subject to a priority in favour of small depositors, and that this is 
not in fact the quickest, cheapest or most equitable way of dealing with the claims of 
all the creditOts in the SIB liquidation. 

v) 	 In summary-to directthe funds to the DoJ is to ignore the priority of payment of 
claims that both the Bankruptcyand InsolvencyAct (under which the Receiver's 
recognition was granted) and the InteinationaI Business Corporations Act provide in 
a winding up, while admitting a variety of other claims. It is simplynot appropriate 
for the Receiver recognised under the BIA to abandon assets to another process 
which will direct payment, net of costs and other claims not subject to Court review 
or process, to a single group of creditors. 

VI) 	 On 27 July, 2012 , the date of this report, the Receiver made an application in Quebec 
for approval of the settlement with AGO with an expanded commentary as to the 
facts and a more detailed agreement than previously submitted which purportedly 
addresses our concerns. We are considering our response. 

(c) Colombia 

~ 	 STCwas placed into liquidation on 30 March 2012, and Hugh Dickson and I 'Were 
appointed as joint liquidatots. Pnorto this, the JLs had acted as receiver managers 
after taking over this role from :Messrs' Hamilton-Smith and Wastel. The Liquidation 
of STC is a separate matter which will be the subject of its own report to the Omrt. 
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\. 

ii) In summary however, STCs principal asset is an interest in a Colwnbian entity which 
in UllTI holds cash and investments with a value in the range of US$13 million. 
Messr.; Wtde and Dickson as Joint Liquidator.; of STChave intervened directly in the 
Colombian proceeding and replaced the STC liquidator, an appointee of Hamilton
Smith/WasteL The appointee had been acting without supervision, approving his 
own fees and entering into what appear to be transactions with related parties that 
may not have been in the full economic interests of the estate. Fwther claims against 
the Colombian company bySIB depositor.; were not being vigorously defended and 
funds otherwise payable to STC were prejudiced. 

ill) As far as SIB is concerned it is unIikelythat there are significant creditors in STC and 
therefore any recoveries will be for the ultimate benefit of SIB either as a result of a 
tracing claim, ora creditor claim which will be shared with the other creditor.; if any. 

iv) 	 Columbia is a countrywbich has adopted the UNGTRAL model law and discussions 
with regulator.; in GJlumbia suggest that they would welcome an application for 
recognition under that law. In the meantime we are investigating the issues of 
repatriating funds from Columbia, and have determined that claims of those local 
creditor.; of SIB who are trying to seize assets to settle their claims outside the SIB 
liquidation process will be defended. 

(e) 	 "Frozen Funds" Generally 

~ 	 We remain of the view that the Liquidation estate is the proper per.;on to receive and 
deal with the assets of the Bank in Liquidation and that the "freezen undertaken by 
the US Department of Justice (Do]) bas not offered anyadditional protection to the 
depositor.;. At. the time of the freeze oroer.; the funds were never at risk of not going 
into one of the two Coun supervised proceedings, and certainly were never at risk of 
falling into the hands of Stanford or his associates. In fact all that has happened is 
that these funds, which could have been distributed to depositors year.; ago with 
some small part retained to operate the estate and genexate additional recovety 
opportunities such as those reponed earlier in this report, have remained in limbo. 

ii) 	 Even now while the DoJcontinues to assert a claim to these funds it is not in a 
position to distribute them under their forfeiture process until such time as the 
Stanford appeals have nm their course and his conviction and forfeiture oroer are 
final Bythe DOl's own estimate that is unIikelyto occur before the third quarterof 
2013. 

ill) 	 Recognising this and the continuing costs, on 3 May2012, well in advance of the UK 
hearing in late June, we made a proposal that, if the DoJ were to consent to release 
their freeze, we would agree to deem them forfeit. Subject to our right to retain 20% 
for use in the opexation of the estate, including executing on our recovery strategy to 
genexate what we believe will be vetysubstantial incremental returns for depositor.;, 
we undertook to distribute the 80% balance to depositor.; by30 September. 2012. 

iv) 	 The DoJ response on 25 May. 2012 was that it did not accept or reject our proposal, 
but suggested a summit meeting of interested parties to try to resolve all the contested 
issues between the DoJ. the US Receiver and its parties. various depositor groups. 
and the Liquidation. That remains its position today and it has made no counter 
proposal or other proposition to move the matter forwan:f. 

v) 	 In our opinion anydirect recovery bythe D01 will further delay getting money into 
the hands of depostto.rs, and will inhibit the generation of additional recoveries for 
depositor.;. That this position is represented as being in the interests of creditor.; is 
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simply extraordinary given the negative impact on depositors who could have had a 
return to them Iiterally~ars ago had Do] not intervened. 

v~ 	 The "frozen funds" issue is also an issue entirely distinct from the issues between the 
US Receiver and the estate, with respect to our appocation for standing under 
Chapter 15 of the US BankruptcyGxle and related protocols. Simply this issue has 
nothing to do with the criminal process of trying and convicting Stanford and 
implementing any forfeiture of assets that arises as part of that criminal process. We 
have had the issue mediated (unsuccessf~ and have subsequently had the issue 
heard bythe US District Coult in December 2011. We are waiting for the Court's 
ru1ing. and in light of the continued delay in what is meant to be a process for speedy 
relief we have now asked the Court to expedite its decision.. These issues on the face 
of it are outside the Dol's control and interest. 

vit) 	To tryand progress matters we have agreed in principal to a summit, but have asked 
for a pre-summit meeting with DoJ, at which we intend to explore the possibility of 
actually getting a response or at least counter proposal to our offer, and to agree on 
the tenns of reference for the summit, including what interests should attend and 
what role they should play. 

Real Property 

(a) Under sm ownership or direct control 

~ 	 Land ultimately owned bySlB in Antigua is scheduled below. 

Property Size (approx.) 
Pelican Island 32 acres 
Gump Peninsula 987 acres 
Guiana Island 478 acres 
GumpIsland 52 acres 
Rabbit Island 5 acres 

it) 	 As detailed in our Second Report we have previously obtained a valuation for these 
lands from BCQS, a regionally based appraiser, for $212 million. The amount 
ultimately realised from these assets will depend on current demand and even with 
careful ma.tketing, releasing the various pan:els into the ma.tket on a controlled basis, 
it is possible that the fmal recoveries could be less. 

ill) What is certain is that a fon:ed "fIre sale" which might occur if the estate is not 
funded sufficiently to hold the lands over the time required to maximise recoveries, 
will dramatically reduce values. 

iv) Following our request for proposals from severnl internationally recovery real estate 
agents, we selected Smiths Gore as the lead supported by Cl3RE, as the estates 
exclusive real estate agents to muket these lands internationally and solicit interest 
from prospective pursuers of these lands. We have worked with them to develop the 
marketing strategy for these islands and lands and as a result of these efforts they 
have received, to the date of this report, expressions of interest from 12 prospects. In 
addition we continue to liaise with bu~rs that have historically been interested in 
these lands. 

v) 	 Despite the depressed nature of the property market and the difficulties with many 
current development projects, we are hopeful that this interest will mature into offers 
in the near term. 
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(b) Real Property not under SIB control 

ij 	 As previously reported \1IIe commenced an action to freeze the substantial real 
propettyassets of four Antiguan companies owned by R Allen stanfonl. (RAS). The 
principal company, Stanford Development Company, was intended to act as the 
development ann of the Stanford group of companies. Prior to the current JLs 
becoming involved, SDC fell under the control of Ms Stoe1ker, a fonner fiancee of 
RAS acting under a Power of Attomeyexecuted byhim. 

ii) 	 As previously reported, based on evidence that these companies, and SDC in 
particular, \1IIere funded entirelyfrom funds mised in SIB. and that theyhave virtually 
no income of their own to meet anyof the costs of its day to dayoperation,let alone 
Jand acquisition or construction costs, we obtained an Order of the Antiguan Court 
preventing the sale of any real prope.rtywithout our consent. We have consequently 
approved a number of minor tnmsactions with respect to the sale of assets from these 
companies after having the properties concerned independently appraised. These 
appraisals indicated that the proposed sales were at undervalue. Ho\1lleVer it was clear 
that the litigation cost of opposing these sales was disproportionate to the undervalue, 
and mindful of the estate'S best interest made a business decision not to incur that 
cost, and Court sanction was given to allow those sales to proceed. The sale proceeds 
were either deposited to the account designated in ourfreeze order from the Court, 
which we are able to monitor, or the tnmsaction price reduced claims against SOC 
which would otherwise have priorityro other interests. 

ill) 	Our claim against these companies for the benefit of the SIB estate is in part 
characterised as (a) a shareholder claim based on funds (totalling US$303 million as 
at year end 2006) advanced from depositor monies as contributed equity, (b) in part a 
creditor claim based on the same funds being advanced from SIB depositor funds, or 
alternatively (c) a proprietru:y claim for those same funds which we can trace to SIB. 
In the fust instance recoveries will be fullydiluted by creditor claims, in the second 
there will be a pro-rata sharing, and in the last option all recoveries will flow directly 
into the SIB estate. 

iv) 	 In ourview it will be very difficult for SDCto dispute the "shareholder' claim as \1IIe 
have a clear nail following the monies advanced from SIB as well as testimony from 
RAS's criminal trial from an insider bookkeeper. The alternative argument available to 
SOCthat these \1IIere in fact loans does not change the outcome materially. On this 
basis, but not to the exclusion of our other options. we have filed an application for 
summaryjudgment under our initial application against SDC. If successful we would 
seek to execute the judgement against the assets and undertaking, orseek a winding 
up order. 	 . 

v) 	 As a further development we have recently learned that RAS has revoked his Power 
of Attomeyin favour of Ms. Stoelker, which leaves the companies with a 
management vacuum. We do not yet know how it is proposed that this vacuum be 
filled, but note that under recent changes to Antiguan company law in such a 
situation the Attorney General is entitled to seekthe appointment of an Inspector to 
assess the affairs of the companyand report as to whether it is in the interest of 
Antigua for it to continue in business. 

Vl) 	 Concurrently\1lle have correspondence and communications from SOC indicating 
that it cannot operate without the sale of assets to finance day to day operations. In 
our experience this is an admission of insolvency; and the DirectolS and offJCel'S in 
continuing to attempt to operate the business while knowingly depleting the assets 
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available to meet creditocclaims may become pelSonallyliable for those losses. 

vii) 	We have also intervened in the matter of a lease grnnted at less than fair value, based 
on a realtolS evaluation. The Court has confinned that we are entitled to review this 
transacUoIL The tenant is already in possession. and it is not clear what the outcome 
will be if the Court upholds our objection on the grounds of inadeqnate value being 
given forthe lease. 

vlli} However it is evidence of the willingness of socnot to follow the protocol of the 
Coun freeze in spirit. In addition we have obtained evidence of rents of SDC 
property not being paid into the designated account. This evidence is now before the 
Court in support of our application for Summary Judgment. 

ix) 	 While this dispute with SOC is coStly, the underlying value of the assets is substantial 
and we intend to pUl'Sue our claim as forcefullyas possible. 

Other Claims - Litigation 

Potentially the Iar:gest assets of the estate are litigation claims against «aidelS and abettel'S", 
which, if successful, could provide the most significant source of recoveries to the estate. To 
be able to PUl'Sue these claims requires that the estate be funded to conduct the litigation 
which we anticipate will in most cases be strongly resisted. This requires investment which 
has to be drawn from the recoveries of the estate or from other sources. We have conducted 
an economic review of what this cost might be and the results we would hope to achieve. 
This 'Was discussed at our creditol'S' wehinar in December 2011, and we set out the key 
elements of this discussion in the following paragrnphs. 

These claims include other litigation which the ]Ls have been required to take to protect the 
assets of the estate from spurious claims and therefore ensure that the assets are not diluted, 
and the amounts paid out to its legitimate creditorsl depositors are maximised. 

(a) 	Antigua

~ SDCIStanfom Related Companies 

As discussed at length above, we have actions against Antiguan based companies, 
and particularlySDC, which we will not repeat here. 

ii) Oawhacks 

These claims fall into three main categuries: 

1. 	 Those who were successful in taking out more moneytban they put in, 
sometimes referred to as net winnelS. Given the nature of the fmud, 
funding for the gain had to. come from otherdeposirors' money and to 
theirdeu::iment. To pennitthe "net-'Winnets" to retain their gains is to give 
effect to the fmud. 

2. 	 In the fmal months, significant redemptions occurred at a time when the 
Stanford companies were on the verge of collapse. This allowed some 
depositolS to be "prefenedH overotbeJ.S. 

3. 	 Payments were made fromSm sourced funds for which value 'Was not 
received. 
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This last categOIyof claw-back claims would appear to have been fully explored by 
the US Receiver and there does not appear to be a set of claims of this kind for the 
Liquidation estate to pursue. 

With respect to the first two. we note the Receiver has in some cases commenced 
claims but for want of jurisdiction has not pursued them, while othen: are being 
actively pursued. dearly where the Receiver is taking current action we will not 
duplicate those actions, although a release from the Receiver does nOt. in our view, 
release the claim of sm. In these cases, we are making individual decisions, starting 
with jurisdictions in which we are currently recognised. 

ill) Bankof Antigua 

We have commenced a claim against Bank of Antigua in respect of; (a) assets of SIB that it 
received without any proper consideration; (b) its assistance in facilitating the fraud against 
SIB; and (c) debits made from SIB bank accounts held with it without any authority or 
legal justification. Bank of Antigua was intervened upon by the Eastern Caribbean Central 
Bank ("E0::::8") on 20 February 2009. 'The Eo::::B subsequently commissioned Emst & 
Young to prepare a valuation of Bank of Antigua which concluded that its fair market 
value was nil based upon a deficiency in its assets. The Eall ovelSaW the transfer of 
certain assets and liabilities from Bank of Antigua to the newly created Eastern Caribbean 
Amalgamated Bank on 18 October 2010. Notwithstanding the transfer, it is believed that 
Bank of Antigua retains substantial assets against which a judgment could be enfon:ed. 

iv) Fonner Liquidaton: 

As stated previously, we have objected to fees incurred bytbe fooner JLls in respect of SIB 
and also STC. 

The last directions hearing for this application was 15 June 2012 in Antigua. At this hearing 
the Court set a deadline of 10 September 2012 for the Estate to respond to evidence filed by 
the Fonner JLs in April of this year. Once this response evidence has been filed the parties 
will exchange legal submissions at a mutually convenient date and liaise with the Antiguan 
Registry to schedule a three day hearing. It is expected that this hearing will take place early 
in 2013. 

v) Kippers 

On 26 June 2009, an ex-vice president of SIB, Mr. Eugene Kipper.>, two of his relatives or 
affiliates and an associated company{the ''K.lppen: daimants>' issued proceedings in the 
High Court of Antigua and Barbuda forthe rotal sum of approximatelyUS$9.9miI1ion under 
four separate claim nunilier.>, ANUHCV2009/347, ANUHCV2009/348, 
ANUHCV2009/349, and ANUHCV2009/350 (the ''K.lppen: Claims"). 

The basis of the Kippen: Claimants' respective claims is that each of them allegedlywrote to 
SIB on 17 February2009 requesting that their respective express accounts at sm be closed 
and that the funds held in those accounts be transferred to different banks. Although the 
Kippers Oaimants allege that their SIB accounts were dosed on 17 February2009, the sums 
held in the SIB accounts were not received by them. The Kippen: Claimants continue to 
claim theyare entitled to these monies and that such funds do not fonn part of the assets of 
the sm Estate. 

The Joint Liquidatol5 do not consider the KippeIs Claimants' views of their respective 
claims to be correct and consider that the Kippen: <laimants should at best, given their 
"inside" knowledge, rank pari passu with the other unsecured creditors in acconlance with 
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the statutory priority of payments set out in the Antiguan Intem:ational Business Companies 
Act. 

The Kippets Claimants subsequently issued an amended application ro continue their claims 
against SIB. We have also filed an application seeking to strike om: the Kippets daims as we 
are still of the view that the Kippets claims are whoDyflawed and without merit. We believe 
that the Kippets Oaimaots ought properly to file a Proof of Debt within the liquidation 
proceedings for adjudication, together with all other credirots' claims rather than put the 
Estate to the SigniflCaIlt expense of defending separate proceedings which will ultimately 
prejudice the creditoIS of SIB. 

The Court has ordered that these two applications be heard together in the last quarter of 
2012, on a date yet ro be fixed bythe Court. We believe that it is important to continue to 
defend these proceedings robustly as a positive result for the Kippets d.aimants would 
result in the sums claimed by the Kippets Claimants being ring-fenced and paid in full ahead 
of a distribution to other unsecured creditots of SIB. 

We are disappointed that we are forced to spend valuable estate resources in defending these 
claim but failure to do so would put at risk assets that rnaysubsequently become available 
for distributions to creditotslvictims. 

(b) Canada 

i 	 SIB maintained a number of accounts at the Toronto Dominion Bank in Canada, 
which acted as the principal funnel through which depositots' funds were coJlected and 
then disbUtsed. Based on our review to date it appears that as much as US $9 billion 
may have flowed through these accounts. 

n. 	 Our investigations have shown that there ViaS a signjficant amount of information in 
the public domain to suggest that Stanford and his bank should have been a source of 
very serious suspicion and concern to the bankets involved inservicing Stanford and 
his related entities, including SIB. Ourstatement of claim filed in Quebec, Canada, the 
location of the onlySIB office outside Antigua, more fully sets out our position. 

Ill. 	 This statemem of claim is the result of an intensive and extensive investigation 
inclucling interviewing more than 30 potencial witnesses, the completion of a 
retrospective review of publiclyavailable information (or "red flags" of suspicion of 
money lanndering acti~. at various rimes during the life of SIDL. including an 
examination of the circumstances of the winding up of another Antiguan based bank 
for which TD ViaS its main correspondent bank, a detailed review of the records of SIB 
involving hundreds of thousands of documents and emails, and reviews of thousands 
of banking transactions. 

tv. 	 We have also consulted with leading legal and Anti-Money laundering professionals in 
the area of duties of a bank in the US, UK, Canada, and other relevant jurisdictions, 
and considered the outcome of other similar claims, to ensure that the underpinnings 
of our claim are sound, anticipating that there will be a vigorous defence, and that the 
substantial cOSt of investigating and bringing this claim are merely the fitst cOStS in the 
process. 

v. 	 After this consultation and a full discussion with our Creditol'S' Committee we are 
satisfied that our claim is well founded, that Quebec is the proper jurisdiction in which 
to bring it, and that the prospects of success warrant the costs of litigation. 
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(c) United Kingdom 
Given our limitation of resources, we investigated potential high value claims in order of 
perceived magnitude and quality. While we believe the quality of our possible claims in 
the UK are sound, the potential value is significam:lyless than the Canadian claims. Our 
investigarinn is not, therefore, sufficiently advanced at the date of this report to know 
what claims will ultimately be derived from this work. 

(d) Switzerland 
As with the UK, our analysis has been constrained by resources and work in this area 
deferred while the potentially1arger areas for recovetywere dealt with. HOwever, we 
have identified potential third partyclaims of substanee. We expect to be able to report 
more fully in our next report to the Court. 

(e) United States 
Subsequent to the hearing with respect to recognition under Chapter 15 of the US 
BankruptcyCode on December 2011 and subsequent filings made further to a timetable 
set bythe court, we had not by late July had any ruling. This Court will recall that 
Otapter 15 provides for the efficient communication between estates in a multi
national insolvency setting, including authority for the Court's involvement to 
communicate directly with each order as part of ensuring the efficient administration for 
a proceeding. We therefore flIed a notice of pendency and request for ruling as we were 
concerned, amongst other things. that: 

i 	 the Receiver had commenced a claims process which duplicated at a 
significantly greater cost, the JLs process which had then been running 
for several months. 

u. 	 the lack of ruling impaired any prospect of an information sharing 
agreement. 

ill. 	 need for the JLs to conduct discovery in the US. 

IV. 	 this led to uncertaintywith respect to claw-back claims, especially net
winner litigation 

v. 	 this delay eliminated through passage of time the 2-yeartolling period 
provided by the Code. 

VL 	 claims buyers are reluctant to commit without certainty with respect to 
the distribution process. 

This issue with respect to the willingness of claims buyers to commit:, is particular:ly 
unfortunate. We have been given to understand that there are a number of 
transactions awaiting certainty on distribution, at prices that approximate what would 
be paid out on the basis of an immediate distribution of available assets. 'Ihis would 
provide an option foe those who did not want to wait for the benefit of our litigation 
programme. 

As at the date of the report, we are waiting to see if our notice has anyeffect. 
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"I 

I't 
4 Investigations/Forensics support 

4.1 

42 

The Bank's building in Antigua contains a massive amount of hard copyand electronic records of SIB. 
The jLs have spent significant time ij determining the best approach to analysed this data; il) setting up a 
platform to review this data; and iii) conducting review/analysis ofdata. The focus of the jLs review and 
analysis has been to trace assets, investigating and supporting litigation claim; and to support the 
creditor's claim; .management system. 

'The records can be broadly broken down into three categories~ 

I 
,"
I 

~ Hud copy records - the jLs and their staff completed an initial review of 
the hard copy records on site and identified key documents for detailed 
review and analysis. These key documents, which totalled over 70 boxes, 
have been scanned and uploaded to a review platform to allow review and 
analysis. 

The JLs have completed analysis on over 200,000 transaction documents 
that has alIo-wed jLs to trace funds paid from SIB to various entities and 
rectifypotential targets. 

ii) Unst:ructured electronic records (includes emails and soft copy 
documents). The JLs IT experts were instructed to eXJ:.r.lCt all data from 
the banks servers and employee laptops. This exercise resulted in over 2 
terabytes of data and over 8 million individual records being extracted. 
The JLs have employW. the lISe of a "review platform" that is designed to 
manage, sort and seatclt this volume of data and allows a systematic 
review to be conducted. 

'The review platform uses "predictive coding" to "teach" the software the 
type of records that are relevant to the JLs investigations and remove 
records that are irrelevant. This means that the amount of records that 
actually need to be reviewed by professional staff is drastically reduced 
from the 8 million held. The JLs have broken down the potential targets 
into approximately 30 categories and have been using the review platform 
to investigate each target. 

The cost to the estate for the use of this software is approximately 
$50,000 per month, but has drastically reduced the professional time that 
\VOuld have otherwise be spent on the review of these records. 

iii) Banking data reconstruction over the last 10 years the Bank. used three 
different banking and accounting software prognuns. The latest banking 
application used '\VaS onlyput in place in Febnmy2008. 

These banking applications were specifically designed and tailored for the 
Bank. The t\VO historic banking systems were no longer online at the time 
the Bank.went into liquidation and were not accessible. 

It has proved to be extremely diffICult to extract this data and tum it into 
a usable fonnat. Our IT experts have been worklng with each of the 
Banking software providers with the objective of creating one database 
which brings together all of the infonnation from each of the different 
systems used. 
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4.3 The primaryuse of this data is to: 

1. Produce a summary of tbe "net cash position" for each account. At present, in 
order to produce the "net cash position. " we have to rely on the physical bank 
statements which take time to compile for any individual depositor. 

2. Rebuild SIB's bank and investment accounts and create a global cash flow to 
determine exactly where what cash came into the Bank and where it went, to 
ensure that we can account for the depoSitolS' money.. 

4.4 The extraction and building of these databases is an extremely difficult task and has required consultation 
with numerous service provideIS. The]Ls are hopeful that the databases will be up and running during 
August 2012 and that this will add significant beneHts to the effIcient administration of the estate and 
asset recoveryefforts. 

5 Oaims process 

5.1 Subsequent to our previous report flied in February of this year, we have made improvements to our on 
line claims fonn to make it easier for creditor/victims to complete the claims filing process. The new 
fonn alIo-ws a creditor/victim to add as manyaccounts as necessary in multiple currencies. Once 
complete,. the fonn must be printed and signed by aU signatories on the account and then submitted to 
our claims ream in AntigUa. The completed proof of debt form can be submitted byemail, fax or 
post! courier. 

5.2 We have a dedicated team of staff processing claims and account statemem requests as theyare received. 
The team is made up of local Antiguan staff with the majotiry of their wages ranging from E C$15 to 
EC$25 (US$5.50 to 9.25) per hour depending on experience. The process is ovelSeen locaUybya fanner 
employee of SIB who is knowledgeable about SIB accounting procedures and the operation of individual 
accounts, again -working at local rates of pay.. Once finally adjusted, orwbere in substantive dispute, 
claims are reviewed bythe ]Ls staff and either approved or referred back for further work. 

53 To date we have received approximately 10,000 claims and are sending out notiflCations to 
creditoIS/victims of the amount of theirclaim admitted as the review process is completed. As required 
bylegislation creditors/victims are provided with 21 days to dispute the amount of their daimadmitted in 
the liquidation. To date we have had minimal disputes and have settled all disputes that we are aware of 
without use of the court process. 

5.4 We have met with a number of law firms that represent nmltiple creditors/vict.ims and agreed to a 
protocol to aUow for them to streamline the submission of claims for their clients. We expect this will 
result in a significant increase in the number of claims submitted in the coming weeks. 

55 'The fonnal process for agreeing former employee claims has also commenced and claim fonDS have been 
dispatched to the fonner employees for completion.. C1aims calcularions have been prepared which 
summarise the amounts owed to each employee based on legal advice we have obtained indicating the 
majority of employee claims will be preferential or a cost of the liquidation.. All fanner employees have 
been contacted and meetings were held with aU staff that were available in Antigua on July17 and 18. 
Claims fonDS have been made available at the Bank for former employees unavailable on these dates and 
fonns will be sent by email to aU former employees no longer living in Antigua. 

5.6 TheJl.s have been approached bya number of investolS inte~d in buying creditor/victims claims. 
While we do not endorse any of the claims buyers and have clearly indicated that all creditors/victims 
must ~omplete their own due diligence before selling their claims, we have posted the contact information 
for these investors on the liquidation website (www.sibliquidation.com/claims-administration) and 
continue to work with them to streamline the process for anyone wishing to sell their claims. 
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5.7 	 Pan of the claims process is to set up the distribw:ion process at the same time. While we have no 
n claims bar date", we are able to distribute on 30 day's DOrice to known creditors who have not at that 
rime flled their claims, to provide them an opponunityto file. 

5.8 	 It is an additional feature of our process that no legitimate creditor is actually excluded from receiving 
distributions, up to the fmal distnbution. Late f,ding creditors are entitled to participate in distributions 
after their date on which theyf:tle. Theyare not entitled to catch-up distributions. However once the 
estate has given notice of intent to make a final distribution, the Coun has approved the fmal accounts, 
and the notice period has expired, no fun::her claims are admissible. 

6 	 Antiguan Operation of the SIB Estate 

6.1 	 The SIB estate continues to occupy the same Antiguan building as the operating bank did and employs 
four pennanent staff and one contractOr to provide IT, accounting. dOCUIl:lent management and clerical 
suppon. '}he bank also currently employs temporaty staff who have been hired to assist with the claims 
process. 

62 	 The estate is incurring approximately $100,000 per month in expenses in relation to the Amiguan 
Operations, mostly relared. to recon:Js maintenance and suppon of the forensic platform. We regularly 
conduct detailed reviews of these costs to ensure that costs are minimised. For the time beffig, we are 
satisfied that the $l00k per month is reasonable and is propedyincurred. 

63 	 The ]Ls have considered the option of relocating to a smaller office in order to save on electricity and 
maintenance costs, but the Bank has prepaid rent on the current location which is unlikely to be 
recoverable. It was therefore determined that any saving from relocating would be outweighed by the 
increase in rent, the relocation costs required to remove and reassemble the banks IT systems and storage 
of the hard copy recon:Js. 

6.4 	 While using local staff as much as possible with a view to reducing the cost to the estate the JLs staff are 
still required to be actively involved in the management and monitoring of the Antiguan Operations. The 
JLs staff are onsite at the Ant:iguan building whenever required and are currently on site approximately 
2 - 3 days per week, every other week, and also actively monitoring the operations on a daily basis from 
Grant Thornton's office in the BVL 

7 	 AdminislDltion ofsm Estate 

7.1 	 The JLs closelyrnonitor the cash position of the estate and only conducts critical 'WOrk in onlerto 
minimise cost to the estate. HOwever, the Jl.s and their staff and advison have spent signifIcant time, and 
will continue to do so, mostly in pllISuit of assets and .recoveries. In a liquidation of this size the 
administration matte1'S required to run the estate are significant and will continue to be incurred 

8 	 Costs of the Liquidation 

8.1 	 Attached is a Receipts and Payments account of the jLs for the period of their aPpointment on 12 May 
2011 to 30 Jme, 2012. 

8.2 	 The fees of the JLs and their advisors are subject to review by the Antiguan Court. The]Ls have applied 
to the Antiguan Court for approval of their fees and are awaiting a hearing date forthat applicatioIL 

83 	 The US$20million loan from the UK Frozen Funds has now been drawn down in full and the balance of 
cash in the estate at 30 June, 2012 totals $8.098785. To date none of the eventS that would trigger 
repayment of this loan or interest have occurred.& we have not made any recoveries that trigger the 
obligation to pay interest or repay principal 
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8.4 	 The JLs are closely monitoring all expenditure and looking to minimise expendi:t:ure wherever possible. 

85 	 Fees paid in the period 1 February2012 to 30 June 2012 total approximately $5,563,700. 

8.6 	 In view of the work carried out to date in this liquidation and the results achieved, the JLs believe that 
that the fees incurred by the estate are reasonable and represent considerable value to the eState. 

9 	 Communications with G-editors/Victims and other Stakeholders 

9.1 	 The Joint Liquidators held their third online webinar in April to continue to provide creditorslvictims 
with infonnation on the administration of the liquidation. The webinanvas held in English with 
simultaneous translation into Spanish. The focns of this webinar was on the claims process and an 
update on the progress of the estate. As with priorwebinars, where possible, questions being submitted 
were dealt with during the webinar. In addition, the F AQ's available on the liquidation website were 
updated to answer many of the key questions submitted by participants. A number of video clips have 
also been added to the liquii:lation website covering topics that may be of interest to creditorlvictims. 

9.2 	 Since the previous report, the Joint Liquidators have met with or communicated with representatives of 
the following stakeholders in the Estate: 

a) the US Receiver 

b) the US Department of Justice 

c) FINMA and the Swiss criminal prosecutor 


9.3 	 We have now had a total of nine meetings with our UOOitor COmmittee to discnss key issues and seek 
approval for our actions. 

9.4 	 We have also filed an application in Co1.Ut for approval of our actions to date and in respect of fees. 
After discussions with the COmmittee, we will be making a modifIcation to our proposal fee prior to the 
hearing of the application. 

9.5 	 We also advise the Court that Alex Fundora, the petitioning creditor in both the initial liquidation and the 
replacement of the former liquidators a member of our Committee, and a u.s. national, was subpoenaed 
and examined bythe US Receiver under an Order fromJudge Godbey. It appears the a-wa.re:l of costs on 
his successful petition for removal of the fonner Jls was the trigger for this, rather than any effort to 
interfere with our COmmittee and its workings which would be regrettable. 'There seemed to be a 
misunderstanding from the US. legal team on the COSt issue, who incorrectly thought that the award had 
enriched Mr. Fundom rather than being a reimbursement for costs expended. 

9.6 	 As mentioned in previous repons, the Joint Liquidators continue to reach out to the varions victims 
groups or nblogsh in an effort to improve communications and correct factual inaccuracies that continue 
to be promulgated despite ns providing information and opportunity for verification of these issues. 

9.7 	 We continue to encourage creditors/victims w monitortbe liquidation website (www.sibliquidation.com) 
forupdates as this is the Joint Liquidators primary tool for communicating information to the 
creditors/victims. In panicular, we continue to update the site with links to the latest webinars, 
frequently asked questions, media reports, COUIt filings and other information. iliditors/victims are also 
able to send emails to; 

Stanfon:l.enquiries@ukgt.com 

orspeakto a representative in English orSpanish at +1268480 3700 between the hours of 9:00 am and 
5:00 pm Atlantic Srandani Time. A dedicated Spanish line and after hours message system will also be 
added in the coming weeks. 
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10 	 Next Steps 

10.1 We will. continue to press our claim against1D in Quebec which 'We anticipate will be heavilyresisted. 

10.2 We will continue to pwsue our remedies against $DCa al. 

10.3 	 We will. continue to defend claims agaiilst the bankfrom the fonnerJLs and other claimants such as the 
Kipperc1aim. 

10.4 We will be "WOrking with our land sales team to expedite interest and offelS for the SIB lands. 

105 	 We will continue to update creditolSlvictims via online webimu:s. continuous updates to the liquidation 
website and further reports such as this. 

10.6 We will continue to consult with our GeditorCommittee for input and advice 

10J 	 We will participate in the Do] Summit in the hope that a communally acceptable agreements can be 
reached. 

10.8 	 Absent ;agreement coming out of the DoJ summit we will continue to press our claim to the "frozen" 
assets of the Bank. as mecbaniml forthe earliest possible distnbution to credito.lS!victims. and 
maximising recoveries 

10.9 	 We will complete ouranalysis of rights and remedies elsewhere in the "WOrld, concent:mting on the UK 
and Switzerland initially. but not exclusively, and where appropriate commence litigation. 

d at Road Town, Tonola, British Vugin Islands 

Mucus A. WJ.de 
fortbe Joint LiquidatolS 

Significant SubsequentEvent:s 

Subsequent to the date of this reponJudge Godbeyissued his ruling giving Non-Main recognition to the 
]Ls subject. to exrensive conditions. Given the nature of the conditions. the JLs have decided not to seek 
the assistance of the US. Court UIltil the conditions are removed and in that context have filed an appeal. 
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Balance on hand 
11.910,774 (l,811.989) 8.098.785 

Notes: 
1. Following Orders of the UK Central Criminal Cowt these funds were drawn down from the UK fmzBn I 
assets ofS16 andinlMlstis being cbalged stille mmofSA% perannum. 
2. Includes an ~nses in o~ the Antiguan premises ofSI6 $UCh aswagestor5 full time staff. 
ElXpeJlSe$ associatedwith the pren1ISe& such as electricity, mainlenance and wagesof temporary staff 
employed to a6sistwilh reviewing and sortingla!geamounIs of records. 
3. Please note that liquidation bank 8QCOUIJ\s are maintained in EC$. US$ and £. For Ihe ptupOGeS of1his 
stalementwe have convet1ed aD eummcies to US$. I 

I 
! 
I 

I 



Stanfordlntemational Sank Umlted - in Uquldation 

Receipts and payments statementfor tile period 12 May 2011 to 30 June 2012 


12 May - 31 January 1 February - 30 June 2012 

RECEIPTS 
ECAB Building sale> procees 
HSBC, Panama 
Renlal R:CeIpIs (ECAB Building) 
Cash at bank on appointmell!. 
Sala of two plots of land 
Intsrest earned 
Miscellaneous income 

Less: Costs Awarded fOr Removal of FormerUquidators 

Add: Bormwed Funcm drawn from UK Frozen Assets (see Note 1) 
TOTAL RECEIPTS 

PAYMENTS 
Uquldaton; fees & expanses 

Grall!. Thornton fees 
Grall!. Thornton expenses 

Co-lead legal advisrws lilies & expenses 
Astigarraga Davis - fees 
Astigarraga Davis - expenses 
Martin I<emy & Co - fees 
Martin Kenny & Co - expenses 

OtherlegaladrIi&ors fees and eJ(peIlSe$ 

Canadian legal advisors fees 
Canadian legal advisors expenses 
UK legal advisors fees 
UK~I advisors expenses 
US legal advisors fees 
US legal advisors expenses 
Swiss legal advisors fees 
Swiss legal advisors expenses 
latin AmerIcan legal advisors fees 
Latin AmericarI \egaJ advisors expenses 
Caribbean \egaJ advisors fees 
Caribbean legal advisors expenses 

otheradvtson; fees 
Consullanl, ImtesIiga10ts and other Expertfees 
Antiguan property related fees 

Other 0pantII0mJI ~ 
Antiguao operations (see Note 2) 

SIB staffwages Incurred but unpaid'by former JLs 

SIB Bank Software fees 

LT. fees I eDlsoowry plalbm 

AdVeltlsing fees 

Bankcharges and Foreign Exchange movements 

Costs in respect of IhinI partyfunding 


Total payments 

Balance on hand 

Noles: 

USD 

4.537,037 
3.275,228 

255.556 
39.133 

2,342 
1.231 

8,110,527 

(2.822.495) 
5,288.032 

14,740.016 
20.928.108 

1.442.238 
188.556 

481,433 
35,116 

1,291.508 
75.978 

1.314,954 
58,717 

505,975 
28,235 

642.918 
23,353 

167,186 
3,185 

168.645 
3.773 

64.646 
10.483 

99.454 
324.174 

399.208 
50.4'22 
15.000 

7.191 
440 

31.D08 
883,481 

8,117,334 

11.9101174 

1. Following Orders oflbeUKCentral Criminal Court these funds were dmwn downfiDm the UK frozen 
:assets ofSIB and inIBrest is being charged at!he mIe ot5A% perannurn. 
2. Includes aD expenses in operating the Antiguan premises ofSI8 such as wages for5 full time staff. 
expenses associatedwilb !he premises such as electricity, maintenance and wages of temporary staff 
employed to assistwilb reviewing and sorling lalge amounIs ofrecords. 
3. Please note 1bet liquidationbank aooounts are maintained in EC$, US$ and £. For !he purposes of this 
sIaIement_ have converIed aD euneneills to US$. 

USC 

1.729 
45,929 
16,683 

2,603 

66.944 

(362.843) 
(295.89lI, 

4.795.160 
4,499,261 

1,345.661 
91,144 

656,861 
40,921) 

1.429.066 
58.084 

686.667 
110,380 
643,513 
210.349 
538,878 

18.560 
112,830 

2,397 
70,460 
20.541 
81.782 
12,615 

241.611 
439.460 

453.727 
134.328 

814,757 

98.661 

8,311,25(} 

@,811,989) 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Total I
USO I 

I 
\ 

4.537.037 
3.275.228 


255,556 

40.861 I
45.929 f 

I19.025 I3.834 I 
I8.171.471 I 

I 
I 

(3,185.338) 

4.992,133 


19,535,236 I 
24,527.369 I 

I 
2.787.899 

279.700 I
I 

1,138.294 I 
76.035 ! 

•• 2,720.574 I134.082 

I 
2.001.821 

169.097 

1,149,488 
 I

238.583 I 
1.179.855 

41.913 ! 
I

260,015 
5,582 I239.104 

24.314 
146,408 
23,098 I 

! 

341.065 
763.653 

852.935 
184.750 

15.000 
821,948 


440 

129.668 

883,481 


16,428,584 

8,~785 


